
AUTOMATIC ENLARGER TIMING
Plug enlarger into outlet marked ENLARGER. Set TIME-FOCUS switch 
to “focus”.  Turn ON-OFF switch to “on” and focus enlarger. Then turn to “off” 
again. Set timer hands clockwise to desired setting. Also, set TIME-FOCUS switch 
to “time”. Turn ON-OFF switch to “on”. Result: Timer will automatically turn enlarger 
off after selected time interval.

ELECTRIC TIMER
The Model 451 dual memory switching timer has two independent, separately programable 
memories allowing for operation as a single-cycle switching timer as well as an auto-start feature 
for continuously cycling. It has easily adjustable controls for display brightness, AC outlet power, 
audio signal choices and countdown time ranges. The three countdown time ranges are minutes 
up to 99, seconds up to 99 and tenths of seconds up to 9.9. The thre audio signal choices are off, 
metronome and end-of-cycle tone.metronome and end-of-cycle tone.

GENERAL PURPOSE 60 MINUTE TIME
Two grounded outlets allow you to automatically switch external appliances with the 171 timer.

Control one appliance with a switch which will turn it off or on when time elapses. The other outlet
will always turn off when time elapses independent of the switch. Features a permanent plastic

boot over the power and outlet control switches to prevent contamination or corrosion.

FOOTSWITCH
The Model 565 Timer Footswitch efficiently controls all electronic timers. Compact and

attractive in a durable, formed steel case, the 565 Footswitch features heavy tread on the
treadle and a skid-proof base to make use even easier. Light pressure operates the 565,

leaving you less fatigued. An 8' cord is included.

All GraLab electronic timers have an output jack, which provides an output signal to
control devices whose maximum rating is no more than 30 milliamperes at 30 volts DC.control devices whose maximum rating is no more than 30 milliamperes at 30 volts DC.


